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  Kingdom Innovation for a Brave New World, Doug Pal (2020) 
 
 The great manure crisis of 1894 hit London, England 
with its exploding population and horse or horse-drawn trans-
portation requiring 50,000 horses, each with 30 ponds of ma-
nure per day. It was even worse in New York City. The first 
“Global Planning Conference” convened and then left in frustra-
tion with no solution. Only Henry Ford solved it in the 1920s 
with the automobile. 
 The covid-19 pandemic made it clear that when you 
remove weekly live services, it’s like a string of Christmas 
lights. Unplug one bulb and the whole string of lights goes dead.  
The people of God either need to innovate or close up shop and 
stop fighting a war of attrition. We stopped actively reforming 
and, instead, become a tribe of reformed Christianity. A genera-
tion can be defined as “people who experience the same signifi-
cant events within a given period of time. DougPaul.org/Ready 
orNotLab provides a curated group of Case Studies. There are 5 
phases of Kingdom Innovation: Identification (why), Ideation, 
Experimentation, Mobilization, and Multiplication.  
 Bill Wilson was a 23-year-old wunderkind who was 
offered a job in Thomas Edison’s own personal laboratory after 
Bill had studied and emulated Edison for years. But Bill never 
responded to the job offer, by then in full descent into months of 
binge-induced drunkenness. Then, one-night Bill Wilson met 
God and never drank again.  
 Alcoholism is a disease; dogmatic rules and regulations 
don’t work; meeting in groups is vital; we need simple steps for 
a way forward; a belief and spiritual experience of the divine is 
essential. Wilson applied theories developed from the laboratory 
of his own life to his alcoholic followers with the systematic 
interest of a laboratory technician. Wilson said about Bob 
Smith, “He knew that I needed this alcoholic as much as he 
needed me.” Kingdom innovation occurs through struggle, pain, 
back and forth, rejection, real life, real cost, real relationships… 
Alcoholics Anonymous is one of the greatest social innovations 
in the history of civilization. There was no memorable climax or 
one big idea that won the day. It was the cultivation of ideas and 
a piecing together of slow hunches.  
 Innovation is driven by a pioneering mind and either 
necessity or a holy discontent. Identification of an idea and 
framing of the problem doesn’t start until a need presents itself. 
The apostle Paul developed a “playbook” in Acts 16 which 
didn’t work in Philippi, but he had the same paradigm as in 
other cities: Find where Jesus is already at work in this new city. 
He had the same principle: Start with Persons of Peace who are 
open to the God of the Jews and build from there.  What Paul 
needed was a new practice, an innovation breakthrough. On the 
Sabbath at a place of prayer he met Lydia. Innovation means 
invention. In Ephesus he implemented the things he learned in 
Philippi. 
 When I’m working with leaders I have them go to the 
Golden Circle: Why? = Paradigm (center). How? = Principle. 
What? = Practices. I ask the question, “Why are we doing this,  
and why are we doing it this way?” Over time, survival of the 
vehicle often becomes the prevailing vision, and the mission 
becomes about the method. The key objective of the Identifica-
tion Phase: Locate and frame the problem. 

  
 Every system is perfectly designed to get the results it 
does, even if it’s not your intention. Asking deeper and different 
questions is the ground floor of kingdom innovation. Within 
their own subject areas, experts are apt to be poor questioners. 
Hard cynical eyes reach a conclusion before really seeing the 
scene. The ability to ask powerful questions poses one of the 
greatest challenges. Begin with examining the paradigms and 
principles that support our current practices—Why? We have to 
be walking in the Spirit enough so that when the Spirit high-
lights something, we can respond. It’s almost always seen out of 
the corner of my eye.  
 Ideation Once we know something, we find it hard to 
imagine what it was like to not know it. In a sense, our know-
ledge has “cursed” us. As we gain knowledge about a domain, 
we become prisoners of our prototypes. Sears executives 
couldn’t unhear the success of their bricks-and-mortar stores. It 
was the Curse of Knowledge. One of the markers of the “curse” 
is expertise and experience. As humans, we self-protect what we 
already know.  
 There are no God-forsaken places, just church-forsaken 
places. A “Moonshot” defeats the Curse of Knowledge because 
it breaks the glass ceiling that holds back our capacity for idea-
tion. The whole process has to be saturated with God’s presence 
and submitted to His will. Use restraints to force different think-
ing. We can choose hypothetical constraints. For instance: If it 
was illegal for Christians to own or rent property, how would 
your church still live out the Great Commission? If your staff 
budget was cut in half, how would you grow your church by 
100%? If within 10 years all the leaders of your church had to 
be 28 years old or younger, what would you do? If people had 
no access to a written or audio form of the Bible, how would 
you disciple people toward spiritual maturity? If you had to suc-
cessfully plant a church every year or shut down, how would 
you ensure an annual church plant? If national borders didn’t 
exist, what would you do with refugee people groups? If the 
church could only happen online, how would you reach people 
far from God? If you had to ask 90% of you church congrega-
tion to leave, who would you choose, why, and what would you 
build with the remaining 10%?   
 The YouVersion is predicated on the constraint that, 
“People won’t ever put down their phones long to engage the 
Bible”. It was an app created to get people hooked on reading 
the Bible. It goes like this: If we do ___, then we think____ will 
happen. For most inventors, the idea you start with is probably 
the wrong one. Ideation is about moving from a place of scarci-
ty (there aren’t enough good ideas) to abundance (there will 
always be more ideas). The odds of producing a successful idea 
grow with the number of ideas generated. The role of a leader in 
this phase is to steward the process for finding the right ideas.  
 MVP (Minimum Viable Process) is the simplest, most 
stripped-down version of the innovation we wish to test. It is the 
minimal version of a prototype. It’s the beta form of the king-
dom innovation we’re hoping and praying will multiply. We 
make idols any time we make a good thing a great thing. 
 Tweak: Existing paradigm and existing vehicle. Ex-
ample of a faith-based non-profit involved in tutoring kids after 
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school: Adding a meal and discussion time to an existing Bible 
study to promote deeper relationships both inside and outside of 
the organized meeting time.   
 Adapt: New paradigm and existing vehicle. Example 
of a business seeking the common good: Creating a clothing 
line for teenage girls of color that sows seeds of grace, truth, 
and possibility.  
 Engineer: Existing paradigm and new vehicle. Ex-
ample of a leader serving a juvenile detention center. Moving 
from a typical chapel service to teenagers leading a gospel and 
hop-hop choir for the entire detention center. 
 Invent: New paradigm and new vehicle. Example of 
a local church: Moving from small groups created to build 
community for people already attending the same church, to 
creating a homegrown, decentralized missional vehicle built on 
both discipleship and mission.   
 Difficulty increases from tweak to invent. A touchstone 
is something emotionally positive from our past.  Example: 
When Thanksgiving works well, why does it work well? What 
are the pieces of Thanksgiving that we’d like to be more “nor-
mal” for spiritual family? It opens us up to a host of new possi-
bilities because Thanksgiving and Acts don’t represent most 
church vehicles. This creates a “this is that” experience.  
 Kingdom Innovation: It’s new, works, and brings glory 
to Jesus. Faithfulness is long obedience in the same direction. 
“Grooves of Grace” principle: Find what God is doing and join 
him. Discover what works by tweaking and adjusting as you go. 
The faster you move through your iteration process, the faster 
you will win. 
  Experimentation Phase: Fail fast so you can succeed 
sooner. Perfect is the enemy of great. The key is to embrace 
failure as normal, learn from what happens, and move on. If 
we’re not failing, we’re not risking enough or not being honest. 
Experimentation is part of a spiritual discipline. Encourage 
leaders to become expert experimenters and expert question 
askers instead of answer givers.  
 Groves of Grace are where there is a supernatural ease, 
where the only explanation for the success is that God is at 
work. People are inherently curious, and if something is posed 
as an experiment with an end date, they are incredibly gracious.  
 Mobilization What makes some songs successful is a 
mystery, but Rivers Cuomo figured it out and turned it into an 
algorithm. It is frustrating to experience an innovation once and 
not know how to repeat it. Once our prototype has seen break-
through, we need to know why and how it worked so that we 
can multiply it. Knowledge funnel: MysteryHeuristic Algo-
rithmCode. Heuristics are rules of thumb to explain the possi-
bilities. Algorithm: strict set of rules. We’re trying to understand 
a codified process for how kingdom innovation happens so we 
can repeat it. 
Question  3Ps Knowledge Funnel Bill Wilson 
Why?  Paradigm Mystery     Why can’t I say sober? 
How?  Principle   Heuristic      Every day is a battle to con-
      quer; addicts need people 
      to walk alongside them. 
What? Practice Algorithm  Sponsors, 12 Steps, sticky  
    & Code          language, etc. 
 

 William Wilberforce led the political operation of abo-
lition in Parliament, while Hannah More led the cultural popu-
list arm. Bull Connor, the Commissioner of Public Safety in 
Birmingham, AL, could not distinguish between Negro specta-
tors and Negro demonstrators and treated them the same, turn-
ing spectators into demonstrators. The first follower transforms 
a lone nut into a leader in a TED video of a dance party. Diffu-
sion of Innovation Model has 5 stages: Innovators, Early 
Adopters, Early Majority, Late Majority, and Laggards. Jesus 
had 3, 12, 72, 120, and the world. True innovation starts with 
the few, who codify the process, create a hotbed, and mobilize 
the first and fast followers. As you design pathways to mobilize 
the people God has entrusted to you, ensure the inclusion of 
elements that help people trip over the truth—to experience the 
revelation and not simply download the information of the reve-
lation. For the disciples, tripping over the truth of Jesus’ divinity 
was a spiritual process, not an intellectual one.   
 Mobilization The Iron Triangle: Fast, good, or cheap--
-Pick 2. Develop  something-- 
• Quickly and of high quality, but it will be costly. 
• Quickly and cheaply, but it will not be of high quality. 
• Of high quality and low cost, but it will take a long time. 

 
Another triangle is the Scalability Tool. 
• Control: The amount of leadership power and quality con-

trol you exert as something scales. 
• Masses: The potential number of people the innovation can 

reach as it scales. 
• Simple: The amount of complexity needed to sustain the 

innovation as it scales.  
Resourced Model 
High control of your innovation (with centralized leadership 
and quality control) + reaching the masses. E.g., Chick-fil-A or 
Life.Church. Needs resources (money, time, people, infrastruc-
ture). 
Groundswell Model 
Mass influence + a simple model (with individuals buying in 
and taking ownership). E.g., Alcoholics Anonymous or the 
New Testament church. Needs embodied principles (AA meet-
ings, sponsors, 12 steps). 
Walled Garden Model 
High control of your innovation (with centralized leadership 
and quality control) + a relatively simple innovation. E.g., Acts 
29 church planting movement or your favorite independent res-
taurant. Need purity (e.g. tight doctrinal statements, very spe-
cific menu).  
 
Model  Friction produced for Leadership 
Resourced People’s desire for more freedom than the  
    ‘center’ allows. 
Groundswell Leader’s desire for quality control (people  
    will change and iterate in ways the leader  
    wouldn’t choose). 
Walled Garden People’s desire to expand the garden (people 
    may want to broaden the parameters and  
    make it less niche in order to impact more  
    people). 
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 With WWJD (What Would Jesus Do) bracelets Jane 
Tinklenberg created something both sticky and sneezable— 
easy to pass the message around. Culture is whatever is normal 
for a group of people. “Keystone habits” are small changes or 
habits that carry over into other aspects of our lives—a few 
simple spiritual habits that activate God’s Spirit within us. If 
you start with your first follower, your fast followers, cultivate 
your hotbed and look to multiply hotbeds, you won’t need to 
reach everyone. You just need to reach your people.  

  Things don’t normally scale through individuals; they 
scale through networks. Bernie Sanders’ presidential campaign 
grew by cultivating and iterating the experience of the tribe over 
a long period of time. Our Zoom network required one coach 
for each virtual breakout room with 6-8 participants. It grew in 
5 weeks from 200 to 10,000 networks. 

  The Clapham Sect itself didn’t multiply, but it led to 
signifant breakthrough. Determine where our bias is. Does it 
lead us toward innovations that are heavyweight, high mainte-
nance, led by elite lieaders; or lightweight and low maintenance 
that release control and chase rapid reproduction. Our bias tends 
toward things that already exist and grow by addition.  

  Scaling something reveals that there are still times 
when I want the glory. It is quite rare in kingdom innovation for 
the leader to receive acclaim when something scales. It scales 
because it is not built on one leader.  

  Humans sometimes defend an investment even when 
that defense costs more than abandonment or an alternative. We 
may stick with a choice long past the time we should have 
abandoned it and found something that fits our needs better—
the sunk cost fallacy. 

  The need for Sunday education shifted dramatically in 
1870 with the passage of the Forster’s Education Act. It went 
from fighting injustice to religious education for people already 
in the church system. But the practice of Sunday School won 
out over the principle and paradigm of why it started in the first 
place. Henry Ford began confusing the vision with the vehicle. 
Eventually an innovation will start to stall out.  

  The Law of Involution is a theorem within Boolean 
algebra. There’s a window of time to prove the viability of the 
idea before it’s rejected. The idea must see some significant 
wins for the followers to remain committed to the revolution. 
Otherwise, it will “involute,” or turn in on itself. It is impossible 
for a man to learn what he thinks he already knows. It is diffi-
cult to get a man to understand something when his salary de-
pends on his not understanding it.  

  
 [There are 5 phases of Kingdom Innovation: Identification 

(why), Ideation, Experimentation, Mobilization, and Multiplica-
tion. Alcoholics Anonymous is one of the greatest social inno-
vations in the history of civilization. Golden Circle: Why? = 
Paradigm (center). How? = Principle. What? = Practices. Locate 
and frame the problem. The ability to ask powerful questions 
poses one of the greatest challenges. We become prisoners of 
our prototypes. Grooves of Grace are where there is a supernat-
ural ease. Things don’t normally scale through individuals; they 
scale through networks. It scales because it is not built on one 
leader.] 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 


